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MATHEMATICS 
SOME PROPERTIES OF A CLASS OF GENERALIZED 
LEGENDRE'S ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS 
BY 
L. KUIPERS AND B. MEULENBELD 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KOKSM;A at the meeting of November 30, 1957) 
1. Introduction. In our previous papers ([1], [2]) we gave solutions 
of the differential equation: 
d'w dw { m' n 8 } (1) (1-z2) dz• - 2z dz + k(k+ 1)- 2(1-z)- 2(1+z) w = 0, 
either in the form of definite integ'rals, or in terms of hypergeometric 
functions. In the present paper we continue our investigation. In section 2 
we prove elementary properties on the PJ:'·"(z) and QJ:'·"(z). In section 3 
we derive a new integral expression for Qr·,.(z), valid in the case that the 
real parts of k- m;n + 1 and k+ m;n + 1 are positive. In section 4 
we deduce another solution of (1), and in connection with this result we 
find in 5 and 6 riew expressions (in terms of hypergeometric functions) 
for Q%'-,.(z), valid in the region defined by iz-11<2 and jz+1j<2. 
2. Theorem 1. 
(2) .Pr·,.(z) = P~:C- 1(z). 
. Proof. Let iz-11 <2. Then (2) follows from [1], (11) ~;t.nd (12) by 
changing k into -k-1. Hence (2) holds over the whole plane with the 
crosscut. 
Accordingly we may obtain by Theorem 1 another expression for 
Pr~"(z) by changing k into -k-1 in the integral expression [1], (9), 
namely: 
. fl'•"(z). = _el'_i<k_+~<m_-_ .. _>12_+_1>.,---
k 4nsin(k+ m_. -;-n)n 
r(' k+m+n) 
- -2- . (z-I)m/2(z+l)"/2. 
( m-n) 2 k+<m tol/2 1 r -k--2 -
<•+.l+,z-,1-) J (t-I)-k-<m-:tol/2-l (t+1)-k+(m-nl/2-l (t-z) k+<m+tol/2 dt, 
which is valid for those values of the parameters k, m and n, for which 
the right hand side is meaningful. In other cases we may apply the same 
transformations as in [1 ]. 
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Theorem 2. 
(3) .Pr· -n(z) = 2-" .Pr·"(z). 
Proof. First case. If lz-11 < 2 and if m is not a positive integer, 
then 
_ 1 (z+I)-n/2 ( m+n m+n. . 1-z} Pf:· "(z) = F(l-m) · (z-I)m/2 · F k--2-+ 1,-k--2-, l-m,-2- ' 
according to [1], (ll). By application of the wellknown transformation: 
(4) F{iX,{J;y;x} = (1-x)"-"'-PF{y-~X,y-{J;y;x} 
we find: 
_ 1 (z+1)"/2 
Pf:· "(z) = F(l-m) (z -1)m/2 
( m-n m-n 1-z\ . 2-np -k--- k---+1· l-m·- = 2-"P'!!k·"(z) 
2 ' 2 ' ' 2 I · 
Second case. Let I z- II < 2 and let m be a positive integer. In general 
we have now by [1], (12): 
( -1)mr k+-.-+1 r -k+--( m-n ) ( m-n) 
P'!!·-"(z) = 2 2 . (z+ I)-n/2. (z-l)m/2. 
Tc ( m +n) ( m+n ) 2mF(m+l)F -k--2 - r k--2-+l 
( m-n m-n 1-z} 
. F k+-2-+1, -k+-2-;m+l;-2- , 
and in view of ( 4) it follows that 
Using the relation: 
(5) F(a) F(l-a) = ~, 
smna 
and the fact that m is an integer, we find easily (3). 
For those values of the parameters which made transformation of 
[I], (12} necessary, the proof of (3) runs in a similar way. 
By analytic continuation over the whole plane with the crosscut we 
see that (3) is valid in the extended area. 
Remark. If we take m=n, then from the preceding theorem follows: 




Proof. It is sufficient to prove (6) if lz-11>2. 
Case 1. 2k+ 1 is riot a negative integ~r. Then we have an expression 
for Qk"m·-"(z) by [2], (8): This expression is transformed by using (4), 
an_d after some calculation (6) follows. 
Case 2. 2k+ 1 is a. negative integer. Now we define Qk"m·-"(z) according 
to [2], (10), and again using (4), we find the relation: 
(7) 
r(-k+mtn)r(-k+m;n) ( m+n) ( m-n)' r -k--2 - r -k--2 -
and this relation can easily be transformed into (6) by using (5) and the 
fact that 2k is an integer. 
Remark 1. For m=n the relation (6) is the same as [3], p. 196 (21). 
Remark 2. As byproduct of the above argument we get a new 
expression for Ql:·"(z). 
If 2k+1 is not a negative integer, then we have for jz-11>2: 
e"im2k-<m-n>I2F(k+ mtn +1)r(k+ m;n +1) 
Ql:·"(z) = F(2k+2) · 
. (z-1)-k+<n/2)-l (z+ 1)-"'2 . F { k+ m;n + 1, k-mtn + 1; 2k+ 2; 1 ~z }· 
If 2k+1=-1, -2, ... then we have for lz-1j>2: 
. ( m+n) ( m-n) e"IRII2-k-(m-n)/2-1F -k+-.-2- F -.k+2-
Qm•"(z) - . k - · F( ...:..2k) 
{ m-n m+n 2 } ·(z-1)k+<nl2>(z+1)-n/2,F -k+-2-,-k--2-; -2k; 1-z. 
Theorem 4. 
Qr·-"(z) = 2-"Ql:·"(z), 
Qk"m·"(z) = e-2mni. 2m .r(k~T+1) r(k-~+1). Ql:·"(z)~ 
· · · · r(k+m;n +1)r(k+ mtn +1) 
Proof. 1. First case. If lz-11>2 and if 2k+1 is not' a negative 
integer, then according to [2], (8); we have: 
8mni2k-<m+nl2>(z+I)-:nl2 r(k+ m;n + 1)r(k+ mtn + 1) 
Qr· -n(z) = (z -1)k (flf2)+1 • F(2k +2) 
. F k---+1 k+--+1· 2k+2·- = { m+n m-'-n 2 } 2 ' 2 ' '1-z 
(in view of ( 4)) 
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r(k+ m2-n +I)r(k+ m+2 n +I) 6mni 2k- <m-n)/2. (z+I)n/2 
(z-1)k+<n/2)+1 F(2k+2) 
{ m+n m-n 2 } 
· F k+-2-+I,k--2-+1; 2k+2; l-z = 
2-nQr.n(z), on account of [2], (8). 
Second case. If I z- II > 2 and if 2k = - 2, - 3, - 4, ... , then according 
to [2], (10), we have: 
r(-k+ m-n)r(-k+ m+n) 
Qm.-n(z) = emni2-k-(m+n)/2-1. (z-l)k+(n/2).. . 2 2 . 
k (z+1)n/2 F( -2k) 
. F{ -k-m+n -k+m-n. -2k· -.2 } = 
2 ' 2 ' ' 1-z 
(in view of (4) and [2], (10)) 
2. The second relation of this theorem can be established by using 
Theorem 3, and the first relation. 
By analytic continuation over the whole plane with the crosscut we 
observe that the above assertions hold in the extended area. 
3. Let the real parts of k-m~n + 1 and k+ m~n + 1 be positive. 
Then the integrals of 
(8) (t-l)k- (m-n)/2 (t+ I)k+(m-n)/2 
"P(t) = (t -z)k+<m+n)/2+1 
along the loops round the points 1 and - 1 tend to zero as the loops 
become indefinitely small. This makes it possible to simplify the integral 
definition [2], (1) of Qr·n(z). We choose the path of integration as is 
indicated in fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 
We denote by R the integral 
1 
f 1jJ(t) dt, 
-1 
where the initial phases of t-1 and t+ 1 are -n, 0 respectively, and the 
phase of t-z at t= 1 is equal to - (n-q;) where q; is the angle (between 
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- n and n) which the vector from 1 to z makes with the positive direction 
of the real axis. Then 
(9) I :::~t~.: ~;~::.: Re~•- >•-•>n> ~ R ~ 
? 4Re2nik sin (k-m;n)n sin (k+ m;n)n. 
Now R is equal to 
1 
-ni(k- (m-n)/2) J ( 1-t)k- (m-n)/2 ( 1 +t)k+(m-n)/2 d 
e (t -z)k+(m+nl/2+1 t, 
-1 
where the phase of 1 - t and 1 + t are zero, and if we assign to z- t at 
t= 1 the phase rp, so that t-z=e-"'i(z-t), we see that R is equal to 
1 
(10) ni(m+ 1) J (1-t)k-(m-n)/2(1+t)k+(m-n)/2 d e (z -t)H(m+nl/2+1 t, 
-1 
From (9), (10) and the definition [2], (1) follows 
Theorem 4. If the real parts of k- m;n + 1 and k+ m;n + 1 are 
positive, then 
(11) 
I . r(k+ m+n +1) "'·" _ e""" 2 m/2 nt2 Qk (z) - 2k+(m nl/2+1. ( m-n ) . (z-1) (z+ 1) . 
r k--2-+1 I J1 ( 1-t)k- (m-n)/2 ( 1 +t)k+(m-n)/2 (z .:_t)H(m+nl/2+1 dt, 
-1 
where the phases of 1 - t and 1 + t are zero, and the phase of z- t is between 
-nand n. 
Remark. If k-m;n is a non-negative integer, then the right 
member of [2], (1) in our first definition of Q~·"(z) is undetermined. In 
that cas~ we defined Q~·"(z) by [2], 5, (I**); however an equivalent 
simpler expression for Qr·"(z) is now (11) of the present note. 
A similar remark can be made with regard to the case that k + m ;n is 
a non-negative integer. 
4. We proceed by deducing another solution of (1). Therefore we 
consider the value of 
(z+, -1+.•-. -1-) 
(12) (z- 1 )"''2 (z + 1 )"'2 f 1p(t) dt, (jz+1j < 2), 
where 1p(t) is defined by (8), which is a solution of our differential 
equation (1). To define the phases of 1p(t) we distinguish the cases in 
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which Im z is positive, and is negative. As to the paths of integration 
see fig. 2. 
3 
In the first figure the phase of t- 1 at A is n, and the initial phase 
oft+ 1 (at B) is such that its phase at A is 2n. The phase of t-z is such 
that in those points of the paths where t- z is real and positive this 
phase is equal to zero. 
In the second figure the phase of t- 1 at A is - n, and the initial phase 
of t + 1 (at B) is chosen such that at A its phase is equal to zero. Here 
again the phase of t- z is such that its value is zero when t- z is real 
and positive. 
Now we introduce a new variable by t+ 1 = (z+ 1)u. Then t-1 = 
2. e±ni( 1-z~ 1 u ), the upper or lower sign being taken in the exponential 
according as I m z is positive or negative, so that in both cases the 
argument of 1 - z ~ 1 u is between - n and n, and the path of integration 
is such that throughout i(z+ 1)ul <2. Denoting the expression (12) by 
I, we have: 
Cl+,O+,l-,0-) 
( z+1 )k-(m-fl)/2 J W<+<m-fl)/2 1--2-u 
(u-l)k+<m+fll/2+1 · du. 
In both cases we put u-1 =e-ni(l-u). Since the original phase of u-1 
at the point corresponding to B is - n, the initial phase of 1 - u is 0, 
as is the initial phase of u. For both cases we have: 
Cl+,O+.l-.0-) ( +1 )k-(m-fll/2 f uk+<m-.. >12(1-u)-k-<m+"l/2-1 1-Tu du, 
and by the binomial expansion, by substitution of the value for 
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Pochhammer's integral, by writing · 
I 
r(-k+ m_-_n +r) 
2 . ( k m-n ) 
---''---n ___ .:... · sm - + - 2 - + r :n;, ( m-n ) T k--2--r+I 
and by application of 
~ r( -k+T+r)r(k+T+r+I) (z+l)' = 
~ T(r+ l) T( -n+r+I) 2 
r~o 
r(-k+ m-n) r(k+ m-n +1) 2 2 { m-n m-n z+l} T(-n+I) F -k+-2 -, k+-2-+1; 1-n; - 2- , 
we find: 
2nik 1 = e"i(m-n). :n:. 2k-(m-n)!2+2(z-1)ml2 (z+ 1)-n;2. 
(13) 
r(k+ m;n +I) . m-n --,,-----'--~---,------'-- · sm ( k + --) :n; • r(k+m~n+I)T(l-n) 2 
{ m-n m-n z+l} 
. F -k+-2-, k+-2-+1; 1-n; - 2- . 
This expression (13) is meaningful if n is not a positive integer and if 
k+ m;n is not a negative integer. Ifk+ m;n is a negative integer, then 
r(k+m;n+1)sin(k+m;n):n: should be replaced by -:n:fr( -k-m;n). 
The case that n is a positive integer will be dealt with presently. 
5. Again we consider the integral J 'lfJ(t)dt. Let R, S, T denote the 
values of this integral taken along contours from A round the three 
points -1, 1, z respectively. See fig. 3. 
Fig. 
The initial phases of t-1 at A are :n:, -:n; respectively, those oft+ I 
at A are 0, those of t-z are - (:n:-cp), where cp is the (positive or negative) 
angle which the line joining z to A makes with the positive real axis. 
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Now we have: 
{14) l <•+,1+.z-,1-J 11 =a I VJ(t) dt = 
T +8 e:-2ni(k+(m+nl/2Hl!_p e2ni(k-(m-n)/2) -8,, 
(15) l <•+. -1+.•-. -1-) 12 =a , I VJ(t) dt = 
T + R e-2ni<k+ <m+n>tl!+l> _ T e2ni<k+<m-n>tz> _ R, 
{16) ~ I a'=' (-H.Hf1-.1-) VJ(t) dt = 
i e-2ni<k-<m-nJI2>{R+8 e2ni<k+<m-nli2J -Re2ni<k-<m-n>l2> -8} (Im z > 0), 
(17) (Imz < 0). 
From (14) and (15), eliminating T, we deduce: 
(18) 
Jl {1- e2ni(k+(m-n}/2)} -12{1- e2ni(k- (m-n)/2)} = 
{I-e-2ni<k+<m+n,tz+1>}{R +8 e2ni<k+<m-n>t2> -Re2ni<k-<m~n>t2> -8}, 
which according to (16) is equal to 
and according to ( 17) is equal to 
{1- e-2ni(k+(m+nl/2Hl} I; 
(Imz>O), 
(lmz < 0). 
Now assume that z lies in the region defined by jl +zl < 2 and j1-zj < 2. 
According to [1], (9) we have: · 
(19) ) 
eni<k-<m-nJ/2), 2k+<m-nl/2+2.:n;•sin( k- ""-;-n +I) :n. r( k- ""-;-n +I) 
Jl = r(k+ m~n +I) 
. (z-1)-m/2 (z+ I)-n/2 P,:·n(z), 
with (see [1], (11)) 
,;, _ (z+I)n/2(z-I)-m/2 F{k-~ -k-~· _ . I-z} 
.Pf: (z)- F(l-m) 2 +I, 2 ' 1 m, 2 
if m is not a positive integer, and (see [1], (12)) 
~(k+ m+n +I) r(-k+ m+n) 
.Pf:·"(z)= (-I)m . 2 2 ·(z+l)"'2(z-l)mf2. 
2tnF(m+I) r(k-m;n +I) r( -k-m;n) 
. F{ k+ m~n + 1, -k+ m~n; m+l; I;z} 
if m is a positive integer. 
13 Series A 
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According to (12) we have: 
/ 2 = (z-1)-""'2 (z+ 1)-"'2 I= (in view of (13)) 
(20) 
. ( m-n) · { m-n m-n z+I} 
. sm k+-2- n · F -k+-2-, k+-2-+ 1; 1-n; - 2-
(if n is not a positive integer). 
Furthermore according to [2], (1) we have 
la = e~i<2k-1J 2k+<m-nJ/2+S sin (k- m;n):n sin (k+ m;n):n . 
(21) 
On account of (18), (19), the expressions for Pr·"'(z), (20) and (21) 
we have: 
or, 
( m-n ) e2nik2-<m-n)/2:n; r k--2-+1 
F{l-m) 
·--F k---+1 -k---·1-m·-1 { m-n m-n 1-z} (z -1 )"" · 2 ' 2 ' ' 2 
ni(Sk-(m-n)/2) ( m-n ) 
eni<k+<m-n)/2) ·:n·2-<m-n)/2 r k+-2-+1 
F(l-n)(z+l)" 
·F -k+-- k+--+1·1-n·- = f m-n m-n z+l} 
' l 2 ' 2 ' ' 2 
m(3k-(3m/2J+<n/2JJ (· m+n) ( m-n ) 
eni(k-<m+nl/2) 2<m-tl)/2+lsin k+-2- :n r k--2-+1 mn 
(z-I)m/2 (z+l)"/2 Qk' (z), 
:n;enim eni<k-<m-n)/2) (z+I)n/2 [ ni<-k+<m-n)/2) 
Qr·"(z} = _. ( m+n) · F(l-m) (z-l)m/2 · 
2sm k+-2 - :n 
{ m-n m-n 1-z} 1 1 (22) · F k--+1 -k---·1-m·- -- · · · 2 ' 2 ' ' 2 2m-n F(l-n) 
r(k+ m-n +I) 
.. -2- (z-I)m/2 { m-n m-n I+z}] 
.( m-n ) ·. (z+l)"/2 F -k+-2-, k+-2-+1; 1-n; -2- ' 
r k--2-+I . 
which holds exce~t when m and n are positive integers. 
The hypergeometric functions in the right member of (22) can be 
reduced by means of (4), so that 
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k - ( m-n) F(I-m) sin k+-2- n•(z-l)m/2(z+I)"/2 I, Qm·"(z) _ n•2n-lenim [e'fni(k-Cm-nJ/2). 
{ m+n m+n I-z} e±nim (23) . F k--2-+I, -k--2-; 1-m; -2- - F(I-n). I r(k+ m-n +I) - -:-----2----:-. F{ k- m+n+ I -k-m+n. I-n· I+z}] r( k-m ;n +I) 2 ' . 2 ' ' 2 
(m and n not positive integers, k+ mtn not an integer, k+ m;n not a 
negative integer). 
Remark. If k+ mt~ +I is a positive integer, then, according to 
[2], (I), Qr·"(z) has (in general) a finite value. Hence from (23) it follows 
that in this case, under the assumptions II- zl < 2 and II + zl < 2, 
e'fni(k-(m-n)/2) F{ k- m+n _ k- m+n. _ . I-z} = 
F(I-m) 2 +I, 2 ,I m, 2 
r(k+ m-n +I) 
6 ±nim • 2 . F{k-m+n+I -k-m+n·l-n· l+z} 
F(I-n) ( m-n ) 2 ' 2 ' ' 2 ' r k--2-· +I 
where m and n do not assume positive integral values. 
This result is a generalization of a theorem obtained by HEINE [4]. 
If k+ mtn +I is a posi~ive integer then (23) cannot be used. In order 
to find an expression simUar to (23) one might apply Theorem 3 of this 
paper and substitute the right member of (23) with ·-m, -ninsteadofm, n. 
6. Let m and n be positive integers. Then in view of (6) · we have: 
r(k+ m+n +I) r(k+ m-n +I) 
Qr·"'(z) = e2mni2-m+n 2 . 2 Q;;m· -"(z) = 
r(k-m~n +I) r(k- m;n +I) 
r(-k+ m+n) rf k+ m+n +I) 
2 2m+~ . 2 (z-l)m/2 (z+ I)"'/2 . 
(24) 
. [e'fni(k- (m+n)/2) r( k +T +I) . 
F(I+m) r(k-m;n +I) 
. F{k+m+n+l _:_k+m+n. 1+ . I-z\ 2 ' . 2 ' m, 2 J 
- T(ll+•l F( k+ m~n +I, -k+ m~•; l+n; l~'ll 
(k+ mtn is not an integer). 
Remark. According to the argument used in the previous remark 
we have for the case that m and n and k- mtn are positive integers the 
relation: · · 
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e'Fni(k-<m+n)/2) r(k+m-;_· _n +1) { m+n m+n 1-z} 
-----(-'-m---n--)--'- F k+ - 2- + 1, - k+ - 2-; 1 + m; - 2- = 
F(I+m)r k--2-+I 
r(/+n)F{k+-m-;_n+1, -k+m-;_n; 1+n; _It-z). 
The following case to be considered is: m is a positive integer and n 
is not. Now we use (19) with the second expression for P;:'·"(z). A calcu-
lation similar to that leading to (23) yields: 
-r -k+--( m-n) 
.Qf:'·"(z) = 2m. n+l 2 . (z-1)m/2 (z+ l)-n/2. 
(25) 
[ r(-k+ m+n) r(k+ m+n +I) e'Fni(k+<m+n)/2) 2 2 . 
. F(m+I)r( -k-m;n) 
{ m-n m-n I-z} F -k+-2-, k+-2-+1; l+m; - 2-
r(k+ m-n +I) J 2 { m-n m-n I+z} . F(I-n) F -k+-2-, k+-2-+1; 1-n; -2-
(k+ m;n is not an integer, k+ m;n is not a negative integer). 
The last case is: n is a positive integer, and m is not. 
Now an argument as used in the previous case leads to : 
Q;:'·"(z) = . ( m+n) 
2sm k+-2- n 
[ e'Fni(k-(m-n)/2) (z+I)n/2 F( m-n k m-n. . I-z} 
· r(l-m) · (z-I)m/2 · k--2-+ I,- --2-, l-m, -2-
(26) 
+ sin(k::)n (z-l)mi2(z+l)"f2 T( -k+mtn)r(k+mtn+l) · 
( m+n m+n I +z)J . F -k+-2-, k+-2-+1; 1-t-n; - 2-
(k+ m;n is not an integer). 
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